NATO Terrorists Bomb Aleppo Neighborhood: 5
Murdered, 15 Injured
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NATO terrorists continued their slaughter of Syrian civilians. Courtesy of mostly the US
taxpayer, another residential neighborhood in Aleppo was bombed. Five persons were
murdered. Fifteen persons were injured. Homes and other buildings were damaged.
The wounded were rushed to al Jame’a and al Razi hospitals, real Syrian hospitals, not the
imaginary ones for which al Qaeda NGO’s and UN rabid hyena tripartite aggressors and their
House Servant underlings wail imaginary tears.
What would happen if London, Paris, or New York were hit by Grad missiles
ﬁred by al-Qaeda? This is what happened to us today in #Aleppo..! So far eight
of our civilians were slaughtered in cold blood! Enough..!
pic.twitter.com/KeONYAFmbC
— Fares Shehabi (@ShehabiFares) January 16, 2020

Today’s carnage was inﬂicted on the al Sukari neighborhood of Aleppo city. The coordinated
rocket ﬁre came from three areas of western and northwestern regions of Aleppo
countryside. Dozens of civilians have been murdered and injured in the past week’s frenzied
blood-thirst by NATO terrorists, while NATO stenographer-journalists engage in fake oblivion
to the horrors, atrocities which would receive 24/7 media coverage, were westerners forced
to endure them.
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